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Abstract - The internet and social media platforms 

have created out there huge quantities of knowledge to 
users worldwide. In this competitive business world, varied 
industries particularly e-commerce vastly use sentiment 
analysis to extend productivity and create higher business 
choices. 

 
Sentiment analysis is a technique of machine learning 
that senses polarities like positive or negative thoughts 
inside the text, full documents, paragraphs, lines, or 
subsections. 
 
The goal and first objectives of this text square measure to 
analytically categorize and analyze the prevailing 
analysis techniques and implementations of Machine 
Learning techniques to Sentiment Analysis on varied 
applications. 
 
This paper is motivated towards applying Machine 
Learning algorithms for learning, analyzing and 
classifying the merchandise data. During this paper, 
reviews are collected from the sources like Amazon then 
used a way to combine every informatics (Natural 
Language Processing) and machine learning approach. 
End result is displayed in chart format. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
In this world, the supply and exponential increase within 
the use of the web have resulted in people preferring to 
speak and share information on numerous subjects 
starting from end-products. The essential plan behind 
these new rising analytics technologies is to grasp, predict 
human behavior & perspective. 
 

The term sentiment that means a read or opinion 
expressed and analysis that means structure of one 
thing, thus put these 2 words in one that means helps to 
uncover those feelings. 

Sentiment Analysis is a style of tongue process (NLP) that tracks the 
mood and perspective of the general public relating to any item or 
topic. 
 

It is a field of study that would be helpful in many ways. For instance, in 

promoting, it helps to produce higher product analytics or maybe 

monitor marketing research that may confirm that version of a 
product or service are problematic or well-liked. 

 
Based on the customer’s sentiment, the manufacturer will study its 
product edges and downsides. Though each business organizations 
and people will get take advantage of these opinions. For researchers, 
it's a really fascinating space to look at and add up the opinions sent 
during this broad opinion text content. 
 

Sentimental analysis has served as a reliable supply for providing 
perceptive opinion regarding many merchandises rolled over within 
the market, innovative ideas, people. 
 
The main objective of this paper is to gather the merchandise reviews 
and reason them into positive, negative, neutral and provide ratings to 
every review. 

 
2. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
Three main features of our study are – 
 
1) Collect     reviews from    other    sources (websites: 
Amazon.com) via using Python code. 
2) Use adapted algorithm to remove word sense disambiguation. 
3) Using python programming and core NLP to generate the results 
in the form of a Pie-chart. Objective data: 
Product’s reviews basically contain likes which is in the form of 
likes/dislike which can be easily count and provide the explicit 
information for review analysis. Subjective data which is in the 
form of user comments, on the basis of these comments one can try 
to find out which data is positive or negative for the product. 
Sometime data is showing ambiguous behavior so we are trying to 
remove this problem using some other algorithms. It is an implicit 
representation of user feedback. When we collect data from different 
resources, data can be redundant, so, after cleaning data our second 
step is to find out the important and useful data. As we know that in 
English language (or any other natural language) sometimes 
sentences or words can have different meanings means i.e., there can 
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be more than one meaning of the same word. Word 

sense disambiguation (WSD) is used to select the 
appropriate senses and meaning of a word or sentence 
in a given context. So, we will have to find the correct 
and appropriate meaning of any word for a natural 
language. Word sense disambiguation is the open 
problem of computational theory which is used for the 
purpose of finding the right sense of a given sentence 
or word. 
 
This process requires two main steps 
1) A dictionary to specify which word can be used for a 
particular sense 
2) The corpus of language data, to find out which word 
is disambiguated. 
3) In the first step, the collection of reviews is done by 
crawler from many review sites (like amazon.com) as an 
input for the visual analysis, and apply some of the pre- 
processing steps to make it feasible for our approach, it 
includes Part of Speech (POS), removal of stop words. 
Subsequently, we search the attributes and the 
sentiment words which are kept in vector space model. 
In addition, to find the polarity of reviews, reviews are 
divided in three or two classes. It may be positive, 
negative or neutral in three classes and positive or 
negative in two class review polarity (depends on the 
application type of reviews). Negative reviews show the 
indication for bad and defective product. In general, 
positive reviews supposed to be more supportive. Through 
the application of PMI, a sentiment association groups 
are assembled. In the last step, we achieve the graphical 
summaries related to each website’s product or items. 
With the help of this summary customer oriented and 
reliable assessment will be produced. In our proposed 
approach we are trying to improve over algorithm. 

 
3. SYSTEM ARCHUTECTURE 

 

FLOWCHART 
 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

 
Sentiment analysis could be an outstanding field supported fast 
computing, giant volume of knowledge & information, difficult 
mathematical models supported machine learning and statistics to 
check client reviews from distinct E- Commerce websites. Varied 
strong machine learning algorithms are used to predict the sentiment 
that sometimes thought of as a foremost influencer for the potential 
and prospective customers to create effective purchase selections. 
This paper researches on retail E-Commerce business as an entity 
however may be enforced altogether facet of industries wherever 
any comments or reviews ar crucial in creating the business a hit or 
failure. Corporations will assess the magnitude of product acceptance 
with the help of sentiment analysis and may develop policies to 
reinforce their product. People can even use opinion mining 
instruments to form getting selections by comparison of competitive 
product. 
 
The ultimate objective of this study was to use the reviews and 
comments obtained from users concerning on-line product that are 
being sold on varied E-Commerce sites. Basis this study the user/ 
shopper can get review in graphical format. It will facilitate users to 
buy in a good and economical method. 
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